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Ravenous | Sotkamo in Midsummer
By MONIQUE TRUONG

The Lindstedts’ mökki, a Finnish-style summer cottage. Damijan Saccio

Grandpa Lindstedt brushes butter onto a salmon fillet as it cooks by an open flame. Damijan
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The flamed salmon, finished and ready to eat. Damijan Saccio

The brick grill heats up before another round of salmon is placed for smoking. Damijan Saccio

The Sapsojärvi is so clean, you can rinse off your salted salmon in it! Damijan Saccio

Hot smoked salmon, fresh from the grill. Damijan Saccio

Toast smeared with vendace roe and topped with black pepper and smetana (similar to sour
cream but a bit lighter.) Damijan Saccio
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A mist floats over a lake bordered by lodgepole pines, towering spruces and birch trees dotted with
young leaves. I can see my breath. I have on a sweater, a quilted jacket and a wool hat and scarf. A
bonfire is crackling nearby for added warmth; it’s past midnight and the sun has just dipped into the
lake, leaving behind twilight. The sun will rise again in a mere two hours. It’s summertime in Finland.
Though I was born near the Equator, my body apparently has been yearning ever since for a Nordic
summer and a mokki, one of the summer cottages that the Finns consider a human right. The Finns
even have a verb that specifically means “to go to a mokki.” I would tell you what the word is, but then
you would only be embarrassed by yet another Finnish word that you couldn’t pronounce just right.
After three months in Helsinki, I’d started to think of the Finnish language as a kind of virtual Great Wall
of Finland: impenetrable and designed to keep outsiders at bay. I’d heard similar sentiments
expressed about Finnish summer cottages. They are usually family owned and shared, and therefore
family-only spaces. “Family,” of course, can be defined expansively to include very good friends, but
rarely does it include the newly acquainted. The mokki as inner sanctum especially holds true for the
national holiday of Midsummer, which clears out Helsinki and leaves sojourners bereft not only of
Finnish acquaintances but also of open grocery stores and restaurants. (Finland and Sweden officially
celebrate the summer solstice on the first Saturday after June 19.)
I was saved from this lonesome fate by two Finnish friends, Martti-Tapio Kuuskoski and Laura
Lindstedt. Martti-Tapio is an editor and Laura is a novelist, so in that way we are members of the same
tribe. Though I think their unusual generosity stems more so from their own experiences roaming the
world. Consummate travelers understand best the blessings of an open door and a warm welcome.

Several days before Midsummer, my husband and I took a seven-and-a half-hour train ride to Sotkamo
in central Finland, where the Lindstedt family’s mokki is located. Their mokki is, in fact, several
cottages of varying sizes, all built by Laura’s father by the shore of Sapsojarvi (“jarvi” is the Finnish word
for lake). He also built the sturdy wooden pier that extends far into the lake’s plum colored water.
On that expanse joining land and lake, over the course of the next three days, an unlikely 10-member
family would build and feed a roaring bonfire; jump (or in my case, gently lower my body) into the
bracing lake after a mind-clearing session in the wood-heated sauna; grill sausages in the small yet
bright hours of the early morning; consume a surprising combination and quantity of alcohol; and dine
on the best salmon ever to reach my lips. The fish was courtesy of Laura’s father, a man of few words
but many necessary skills, including the expert preparation of “hot smoked” and “flamed” salmon. The
two cooking methods called for a different mastery of wood, fire and time, which seemed just right for a
celebration with such ancient roots.
Salted the night before, then rinsed in lake water, the salmon fillet that would be “hot smoked” took on a
deep rosy hue over a patient fire of birch logs and alder chips. The resulting texture was firm yet moist
with the natural richness of the salmon enhanced by the elemental flavors of salt and smoke.
The flamed salmon was closer to performance and ritual than it was to cooking. The whole filet was
nailed to a thick birch plank with sharpened birch twigs, brushed with a mixture of melted butter and
water, and then rested vertically against the side of a deep cylinder in which a small fire was banked on
one side. The flames were near enough to lick the fillet but never to lash it. Basted with butter, the fillet
eventually showed the beautiful seared marks where fat and flames met. When the salmon finally
reached the heat of my mouth, it melted.
I would share with you the recipe for these dishes, but in a way I already have. Memorable foods are
more than a list of ingredients, measurements and approximate cooking time. Their recipes begin with
travel, the kismet of friendship, and may also include a sunrise.

